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Abstract: Modernist writers such as Katherine Anne Porter were preoccupied 

with primitivism as opposed to the technological achievements of contemporary 

society. The deep fascination of the modernists with primitivist tendencies relies 

mainly on the relationship between art and everyday life, as well as on their 

desire to escape modern civilization and become one with nature. Aesthetic 

primitivism based on the artistic expression of the Mexican Indians captured 

Porter’s attention during her literary career. This article explores the idea of 

primitivism and civilization in the short stories “María Concepción” and “Virgin 

Violeta” by Porter. It also traces the influence of Mexico on both the author’s 

artistic development and her comprehension of the concepts of the primitive and 

the modern. Focusing on two protagonists, María Concepción and Violeta, as the 

characters who approach the old and the new in different ways, the article argues 

that the effects that modern civilization exerts on the human mind can be 

dramatic. Both heroines seek refuge from the problems in their innermost selves, 

but only María Concepción embraces primitivism as a way of life. Porter’s 

emphasis on primitivism can be interpreted as either a means of self-distancing 

from the prescribed standards of behavior or of following natural instincts. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Primitivism enormously influenced modern artists, writers, and 
philosophers. Disappointed about the way contemporary civilization 
regarded everyday life, the modernists explored primitive cultures as an 
alternative to the onward march of technological progress. According to 
David Richards, many modernists wanted “[…] to seek renewal in the 
‘primitive’: the catchall term comprising non-Western peoples and their 
cultural products (with the exceptions of Japan and China)” (At Other, 
64). The freedom the modernists found in the artistic forms of the 
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primitive cultures was one of the main reasons for their fascination with 
the “primitive art”. Gina M. Rossetti argues that “[…] as twentieth-
century, modernist American literature emerges, the primitive figure 
becomes disentangled from its Darwinian context” (Imagining, 174). In 
other words, Rossetti emphasizes that modernists used the primitive to 
escape from the contemporary. Their desire for a romantic escape 
implies freedom from the rigid social conventions of their time.  

Katherine Anne Porter’s interest in primitivism began in Mexico, 
her “familiar country” (The Collected Essays 355). She fell in love with 
Mexico at first sight and was especially delighted with the people and 
culture. Porter lived there occasionally for a decade, from 1920 to 1930, 
during the revolutionary upheaval. Álvaro Obregón was elected 
president after the longtime dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz. Porter worked 
as a reporter during that period and she met many interesting figures 
among whom were painters, writers, revolutionaries, politicians, etc. 
She was in contact with the muralists who revived primitive elements of 
Indian history and art in their works. Porter often “[…] referred to her 
initial period in Mexico as a time when she looked at things as if she 
were ‘newly created in a new world’” (Stout, Katherine 68). However, 
early enthusiasm for Mexico soon replaced the disappointment because 
it was impossible for her to overlook the absurdity of some political 
moves. Accordingly, she later described Mexico as a country that had 
tyrannized its locals. In that context, some critics notice that “Porter’s 
interest in primitivism became less cultural, less focused on the 
structures and expressions of primitive society, and more psychological, 
exploring the depths of internal life, the emotions and needs that shape 
our lives no matter what restraints we try to impose on them” 
(Brinkmeyer, Katherine 55). Mexico provided Porter not only with 
significant insight into the foreign culture but also with a setting and 
subject matter for her first short stories. 

The theme of class conflict and oppression of the Indians was 
Porter’s main preoccupation during the first years she spent in Mexico. 
Her later works about Mexico reflect a sense of disappointment in the 
revolution since it did not bring justice to the oppressed Indian people. 
Thomas F. Walsh points out Mexico as an important landmark in her 
literary development and emphasizes its influence on Porter’s complete 
body of work: “Since she first revealed herself as person and artist in 
Mexico and since her Mexican experiences triggered memories of her 
Texas past and influenced her non-Mexican works, it is crucial to 
interrelate all her works” (Katherine xiii). In Mexico, she realized that the 
past is omnipresent, especially in the cultural heritage of a country, 
therefore in the life of an individual as an integral part of his/her 
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personal identity. Since she took upon herself a task to help organize an 
exhibition of Mexican folk art that was supposed to be shown in the 
galleries of the United States, Porter devoted herself entirely to the task 
and she wrote a historical overview of Mexican art. The exposure to a 
new social and cultural heritage greatly influenced the aesthetic credo 
of the writer: “Ever afterward she incorporated her ideas on Mexican art 
into her own aesthetic theory, expressing frequently, in her discussions 
of her own work, the opinion that the artist must draw his strength from 
his roots and from his familiar world” (Givner, Katherine 166). The 
interest in the culture of Mexican Indians, i.e., the ethnographic aspect 
of Mexican culture contributed to a realistic representation of 
autochthonous lives and characters guided by the original, primitive 
instinct.  

Porter believed the Mexican natives had a specific kind of inherent 
allure that enabled them to create great art. She was interested not only 
in the artifacts the foreign archeologists had uncovered in Mexico but 
also in Mexican contemporary art such as pottery, weaving, 
leatherwork, jewelry, clothes, etc. The main quality of these artistic 
endeavors was an intimate connection with nature. In the same manner, 
the artists communicated directly with people conveying everyday 
natural life to the art: “The artists are one with a people simple as nature 
is simple: that is to say, direct and savage, beautiful and terrible, full of 
harshness and love, divinely gentle, appealingly honest” (Alvarez and 
Walsh, Uncollected 165). The image of simple people living close to the 
earth figures dominantly in Porter’s early Mexican stories, but the 
author also indicates that the benefits of modern civilization can impair 
this image. She remarks “[…] that if the artist were removed from his 
fructifying contact with his mother earth, condemned daily to touch 
instead the mechanics and artifices of modern progress, he might 
succumb, […] to the overwhelming forces of a world turned dizzyingly 
by a machine” (167). Although Porter makes this remark in the context 
of Indian art, it can be viewed in a wider context since, in her opinion, 
the interference of foreign influence threatens to corrupt not only pure 
native art but also natural life.  

Various forms of Mexican art were an important source of 
inspiration for Porter as she assimilated its components into her own 
art. Being fascinated with the primitive Indian ways, Porter developed 
unique character studies based on primeval instincts. This is especially 
visible in her early characters María Concepción and Violeta, who mirror 
the conflict between primitivism and civilization, i.e., the old and the 
new ways.  
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It has become a critical commonplace to read Porter’s stories as a 

contradictory, ambivalent quest for truth in light of twentieth-century 
modernism. Though generally thought of as a master stylist whose 
language is clear and concise, a character is still central to her literary 
practice. Given that the critics have written a lot about the influence of 
Mexico on Porter’s fiction, this article brings about a new understanding 
of the main female characters of her short stories, “María Concepción” 
and “Virgin Violeta”, who confront the traditional and modern in various 
ways. 

 
“María Concepción” 
Primitivism frames and sets the stage for Katherine Anne Porter’s 

first published story, “María Concepción”. Despite the fact that she 
previously wrote newspaper articles, essays, and stories for children, 
“[…] she always thought of ‘María Concepción’ as her first published 
story because it was her first published original piece of fiction” (Unrue, 
Truth 17). It is evident in this early work that “[…] Porter has 
considerable respect for the simple, passionate, elemental life of the 
Mexican peasant […]” (Nance, Katherine 13). 

An anecdote told by Porter’s friend, an archeologist, was a starting 
point for this short story. The plot of “María Concepción” is simple and 
it describes the fate of a young woman of Indian descent. The setting is 
the periphery of a primitive Mexican village. The first sentence reveals 
the name of the protagonist and she is at the center of the first half of 
the narrative since the narrator describes her thoughts and movements. 
María Concepción figures prominently in the story as a clever, energetic, 
pious woman and a good Christian. Unlike her villagers she does not 
believe in superstition and magic. Although a member of a primitive 
Indian society, María Concepción got married to her husband, Juan 
Villegas, in church. Juan works for Givens, the archeologist, on the 
excavation of an ancient archeological site. María and Juan expect their 
first child, and the protagonist is presented as genuinely happy person 
at the very beginning of the story: “She walked with the free, natural, 
guarded ease of the primitive woman carrying an unborn child. The 
shape of her body was easy, the swelling life was not a distortion, but 
the right inevitable proportions of a woman. She was entirely 
contented” (Porter, The Collected Stories 3). However, her happiness is 
short-lived because María Concepción discovers that Juan becomes 
involved with a fifteen-year-old beekeeper, María Rosa, and the same 
day Juan leaves the village to join the army with his lover. Left to herself, 
the protagonist gives birth to a child who dies shortly afterwards and 
does not cry when loses her child. Racked with pain, she isolates herself 
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from others, avoiding communication with anyone and occasionally 
goes to church to seek comfort for her suffering. After a while, Juan and 
María Rosa return to the village and María Concepción takes her 
revenge on her husband’s mistress and kills her. When the gendarmes 
come to question suspicious death of María Rosa, everyone in the village 
take María Concepción’s side and protect her. The story ends with the 
protagonist taking María Rosa’s infant as her own and returning home 
with her husband with the approval of the community. 

Porter projects an image of a primitive society with its own customs 
and moral principles in this story. The only archeologist is a foreigner 
who works, together with the locals, on the excavation of the relics of 
the past. “María Concepción” develops the themes of triumph and 
vengeance of a wife for the adulterous affair of her unfaithful husband: 
“The theme was her favorite one – a strong, queenly woman who is 
wronged and who by her own exertion and resourcefulness avenges 
herself and sets her world in order” (Givner, Katherine 162). However, 
“María Concepción” far exceeds this simple thematic pattern and 
expresses Porter’s disapproval because of the oppression of Mexican 
Indians. In her essays, the author describes capitalists who, with the help 
of the church, obey the Indians and take their land. It is María 
Concepción who belongs to those Indians, but she is converted to 
Christianity. Christianity represents the religion alien to both her culture 
and nature. In the first part of the story, she is portrayed as a person 
who “[…] has been partially infected by European ways and shows an 
attitude of pious Christian devotion, which announces an incipient 
process of divergence from nature and the land that will eventually lead 
to her estrangement from the Indian community at the marketplace” 
(Jiménez Placer, The South 39). The heroine moves between the past 
and the present, i.e., the primitive and modern, trying to reconcile these 
two dimensions. This story of Porter conveys a latent idea of American 
colonial expansion and the response of the local population to foreign 
influence which inevitably affects the inner life of the characters and 
their conduct. The antagonism between the indigenous and foreign 
cultures and traditions can be attributed to the characters as well since 
it reflects their behavior and actions. The character of María Concepción 
reveals this disagreement between the old and the new ways, which 
leads to the triumph of natural life over the benefits of modern 
civilization. 

The figure of María Concepción was based on a real person whom 
Porter had the opportunity to meet in Mexico on the visits to her friend, 
the archaeologist. Apart from the extraordinary beauty of that woman, 
Porter noticed the ease and gracefulness in carrying live chickens over 
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her shoulder, which was the element the author used for the story. In 
fact, this character is no more than an overture to all the brave women 
Porter will portray in her oeuvre: “This story introduces a character type 
who is to dominate the fiction of Katherine Anne Porter: a strong-willed 
woman operating in a society of weak, ineffectual men” (Tanner, The 
Texas 133). The protagonist is depicted as an independent, strong, and 
clever woman. Resolute and daring, María Concepción is the one who 
dominates the marriage and who arranges the wedding in the church. 
Although Juan works, María earns and saves, and the house she lives in 
with her husband is referred to as her house. As Mary Titus observes: 
“[…] the María Concepción of the story’s first half is a figure of female 
strength and self-direction, legally married, civilized” (The Ambivalent 
43). “Instinctive serenity” (Porter, The Collected Stories 3) dominates her 
character and directs her actions. What defines María Concepción is the 
superiority of the action over the speech. She uses language very little, 
and all her strength is contained in her posture while carrying the 
chickens she is going to sell at the market:  

She carried about a dozen living fowls slung over her right shoulder, 
their feet fastened together. Half of them fell upon the flat of her 
back, the balance dangled uneasily over her breast. They wriggled 
their benumbed and swollen legs against her neck, they twisted 
their stupefied eyes and peered into her face inquiringly. She did 
not see them or think of them. (3) 

 
The ease of María Concepción’s body movements is more than enough 
to provide the necessary information about her personality. Being made 
all of the gestures, there is no need for her to say anything, she speaks 
through movements. The heroine’s reserve continues even when Juan 
leaves her and when she loses her baby: “María Concepción did not 
weep when Juan left her; and when the baby was born, and died within 
four days, she did not weep” (8). Instead of tears, she chooses loneliness 
and silence, committing herself to hard work, and great pride does not 
allow her to talk to anyone about her pain. Isolated and dedicated 
exclusively to work and prayer, she refuses any help and compassion 
from the village women. However, suppressing the sadness and the 
seeming callousness result in the awakening of the instinctive and taking 
the initiative at a crucial moment when the protagonist decides to 
establish order and harmony in her life even if it involves a crime. 
Conflict arises when the heroine begins to act according to her 
instinctive nature. Passivity gives way to primitive instincts that are “[…] 
stronger than social customs and learned behavior” (Unrue, 
Understanding 25), and it is María Concepción’s natural right to remove 
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the person who has destroyed her happiness. When Juan and María 
Rosa return to the village, María Concepción turns to nature instead of 
turning to God, not seeking answers in the church any more. The author 
carefully describes the transition from the instinctive idea to the 
conscious decision, and at one point the heroine realizes she does not 
go to the market where she initially sets out to sell the chickens, but she 
turns away from the road and heads toward María Rosa’s hut. At that 
moment, everything becomes clearer, and she understands her 
intention: 

At once she came to her senses completely, recognized the thing 
that troubled her so terribly, was certain of what she wanted. She 
sat down quietly under a sheltering thorny bush and gave herself 
over to her long devouring sorrow. The thing which had for so long 
squeezed her whole body into a tight dumb knot of suffering 
suddenly broke with shocking violence. She jerked with the 
involuntary recoil of one who receives a blow, and the sweat 
poured from her skin as if the wounds of her whole life were 
shedding their salt ichor. (Porter, The Collected Stories 13) 

 
As soon as her thoughts become clearer, María Concepción goes to 
punish her rival with the same knife she uses to kill the chickens. 
Although murder is a sin according to all moral, religious, social, and 
other laws, this act represents the first phase of the heroine’s return to 
the traditional Indian community. The second phase is when Juan 
accepts her criminal act and comes to her defense despite the crime she 
commits. Finally, the community fully accepts her when the villagers 
protect her from the police, justifying the murder on the grounds of 
revenge for the adultery. Although at the beginning María Concepción’s 
pride isolates her from the others, the community saves her from an 
alien force as soon as she is exposed to danger: “María Concepción 
suddenly felt herself guarded, surrounded, upborne by her faithful 
friends. They were around her, speaking for her, defending her, the 
forces of life were ranged invincibly with her against the beaten dead” 
(20). The protagonist is redeemed by the membership rooted in the 
common past of the generation that grew up together and shared an 
instinctive sense of justice. Such a relationship binds to mutual respect 
and protection because “[…] they love their past with that uncritical, 
unquestioning devotion which is beyond logic and above reason” 
(Alvarez and Walsh, Uncollected 170). Thus, the instinctive and primitive 
become stronger than the imposed systems and influences. Therefore, 
the criminal act of María Concepción is not considered a crime but a 
defense of her own values. The murder restores the order in the village, 
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and the protagonist returns where she belongs, i.e., to her husband. It 
is exactly the character of María Concepción that embodies the idea that 
people are determining factors in defining moral and legal order. Porter 
points out that people have the right to stand up against the unjust 
system even if the justice brought by the community can be labeled as 
primitive. Accordingly, the villagers do not find the heroine innocent, but 
they think she should not be punished. They approve of María 
Concepción’s taking María Rosa’s child as her own, which establishes 
peace and harmony not only in the village but also in the consciousness 
of the protagonist who believes that “María Rosa had eaten too much 
honey and had had too much love” (Porter, The Collected Stories 17). 
The story ends with a scene of the heroine finally resting and holding the 
sleeping baby, in perfect harmony with nature and the earth, after 
returning to her community: 

María Concepción could hear Juan’s breathing. The sound vapored 
from the low doorway, calmly; the house seemed to be resting after 
a burdensome day. She breathed, too, very slowly and quietly, each 
inspiration saturating her with repose. The child’s light, faint breath 
was a mere shadowy moth of sound in the silver air. The night, the 
earth under her, seemed to swell and recede together with a 
limitless, unhurried, benign breathing. She drooped and closed her 
eyes, feeling the slow rise and fall within her own body. She did not 
know what it was, but it eased her all through. Even as she was 
falling asleep, head bowed over the child, she was still aware of a 
strange, wakeful happiness. (21) 

 
This scene of peaceful and happy family life is in contrast with the violent 
act that has caused peace and happiness. María Concepción turns again 
to primitivism, inherent in her nature, and achieves harmony with the 
country she fully comprehends, which brings her joy and bliss. 

The end of the story suggests the resolution of the psychological 
conflict of the protagonist expressed through Jung’s archetypes. 
According to Jung’s theories, apart from the personal unconscious, there 
is also the collective unconscious which represents inherited knowledge 
of the experiences common to all mankind. Myths, religions, fairy tales, 
rituals, and symbols in some cultures are the projection of the collective 
unconscious. An archetype is a basic element in the structure of the 
collective unconscious, and it appears in the form of images. According 
to Jung: “[…] the archetype as an image of instinct is a spiritual goal 
toward which the whole nature of man strives; it is the sea to which all 
rivers wend their way, the prize which the hero wrests from the fight 
with the dragon” (The Structure 212). Therefore, the archetype as the 
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origin of human experience is an innate and universal pattern of 
behavior and thinking, immanent to human nature. In this Porter’s story 
“[...] María Concepción manifests the character and attributes of the 
archetypal mother goddess“ (DeMouy, Katherine 21). At the beginning 
of the story, she is described as a proud and happy woman waiting for 
her first child to be born. Even her name suggests that her mother’s role 
is predestined and natural: “She is, first of all, Mary of the Conception, 
designated a mother from birth by her name” (21). The mother 
archetype dominates the story and closes the circle when María 
Concepción, like a goddess, cradles the child in her arms between sleep 
and wake and finally finds peace. Although the child is not hers, it 
belongs to her by law as old as the ancient civilizations of Mexico. 

Through objective narration combined with symbolic images, 
Porter depicts María Concepción as a strong and enigmatic woman 
whose power gives the driving force to the story. Although she 
committed the crime, the protagonist is, in some way, the 
representative character who possesses dignity and speaks on behalf of 
the local population of Mexico. Facing the mysterious forces of nature 
and submitting to them, María Concepción stands out from other 
women in the village. Through the character of María Concepción, 
Katherine Anne Porter criticizes the church, government, politicians, and 
foreigners who oppressed the Indians: “Leagued against the Indian are 
four centuries of servitude, the incoming foreigner who will take the last 
hectare of his land, and his own church that stands with the foreigners“ 
(Porter, The Collected Essays 402). The writer creates her heroine in the 
primitive tradition of one nation and glorifies her female identity. 
Primitivism prevails over civilization as Porter reveals in the character of 
María Concepción, thereby pointing out that the laws and Christianity 
are worthless compared to the purely natural, primitive ways of the 
Indian community. Porter’s protagonist resolves the conflict between 
primitivism and civilization by following her body’s urgings. The author 
suggests that the instinctive, primordial cultures, where people are close 
to nature, offer a possible alternative to modern technology.  
 

“Virgin Violeta” 
A different kind of primitivism, which implies the psychological side 

and internal life of the protagonist, is described in “Virgin Violeta” where 
“[…] the recognition of the primal forces of self and world is more 
problematic, involving alienation rather than integration” (Brinkmeyer, 
Katherine 49). “Virgin Violeta” deals with primitivism in a more subtle 
way than “María Concepción” since Katherine Anne Porter focuses on a 
very sensitive age in this story, that is, a period of adolescence. As some 
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critics notice: “[…] in this story, the protagonist’s primitivism depends 
not so much on her being a native Mexican as on her youthfulness, 
which means that the concept of primitivism was broadening in Porter’s 
mind to encompass a less restrictive and more universal dimension” 
(Jiménez Placer, The South 41). In this sense, primitivism does not refer 
only to indigenous peoples and their customs but also to common 
peoples and their everyday life. 

At the center of this story is not so much the theme as the character 
of a fourteen-year-old Mexican girl, Violeta, who confronts the 
awakening of her own sexuality. Describing the period of adolescence, 
this work “[…] is Porter’s only attempt to focus on female puberty” 
(DeMouy, Katherine 30). Adolescence is a stage of development 
between childhood and adulthood characterized by a range of 
psychological, emotional, biological, cognitive, and social changes. 
Adolescence plays a key role in identity formation when one begins to 
experience oneself as an independent person and begins to build self-
confidence. “Virgin Violeta” depicts the heroine who, at the brink of 
transition from childhood to adulthood, faces an identity crisis and is 
unable to solve internal conflicts. Unlike “María Concepción”, the action 
of the story takes place in a Mexican family that belongs to the upper-
middle class. Violeta spent a year in a convent school and returned 
home to spend the summer with her family. The story begins with a 
scene of Violeta sitting and listening to poetry that her older sister 
Blanca and her cousin Carlos, the poet, read to her. The protagonist is a 
shy girl who wears simple clothes in contrast to her elegantly dressed 
sister Blanca. The verses Violeta listens to reflect her feelings because 
she is tortured by love for Carlos: “This torment of love which is in my 
heart: / I know that I suffer it, but I do not know why” (Porter, The 
Collected Stories 22). Above Violeta’s head, there is a religious picture of 
the Virgin Mary and Saint Ignatius of Loyola, the Catholic priest and 
theologian whose object of devotion was the Virgin. The priest claimed 
he had visions of the Virgin Mary and her son, and he felt contempt for 
the physical desires he had for her and swore he wouldn’t indulge in 
such desires anymore. Although small, the picture dominates the room 
and represents not only the embodiment of Violeta’s ideal and innocent 
love but also the source of her anger because Carlos looks at the picture 
intently instead of looking at her. The story reaches its culmination when 
Violeta, trying to attract her cousin’s attention, offers Carlos to find his 
collection of poems and he kisses her. Frightened Violeta is confused by 
the kiss because she expected to see love in his eyes due to romantic 
dreams inspired by Carlos’ poetry. Instead of warmth and love, his look 
is cold and she, like a child, threatens Carlos to tell her mother about the 
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kiss, but he insists that it is only “[…] a little brotherly kiss [...]” (29). 
Carlos deprives the kiss of sensuality and identifies it with “brotherly” 
love. Moreover, he uses Violeta's confusion and skillfully manipulates 
the words, blaming her for the situation: “Shame on you, Violeta!” (29). 
Feeling intense embarrassment, the protagonist returns with Carlos to 
the living room and when the time comes for him to leave, he tries to 
kiss her goodnight but: “She heard herself screaming uncontrollably” 
(31). Although her mother was trying to console her, she could no longer 
read her cousin’s poetry. She felt sad and uncertain for the rest of the 
summer, quarreling with her sister, and even drawing caricatures of 
Carlos. When she had to return to the convent in the fall, she refused 
and cried, believing that “there was […] nothing to be learned there” 
(32). 

Primitivism, which arises from the psychological conflict of the 
heroine, is crucial in considering Violeta’s character.  The psychological 
conflict of the protagonist’s understanding of love is predetermined by 
her considerably sheltered life at home and in the convent school. The 
puritan ethic of Catholicism of the middle class is embodied in the 
character of Violeta who is unable to reconcile her feelings with strict 
moral teachings in the convent. The church and the school deter the 
protagonist who has not yet learned to control her emotions. Her eager 
and passionate nature contrasts with the dark clothes and shoes she has 
to wear. Instead, she longs for bright colors and free life without 
restrictions and rules: “She wanted to wear red poppies in her hair and 
dance. Life would always be very gay, with no one about telling you that 
almost everything you said and did was wrong. She would be free to 
read poetry, too, and stories about love, without having to hide them in 
her copybooks” (24). As is characteristic of her age, Violeta dreams of 
romantic love and reads Carlos’ poems where she finds an idealized 
image of love. Her favorite poem written by her cousin is about the 
spirits of nuns who, in front of the ruined convent, dance in the 
moonlight with the shadows of their forbidden lovers. Barefoot nuns are 
treading on broken glass, which is a punishment for their love. Although 
Violeta considers this poem romantic, it is far from it, because it “[…] 
depicts female repression of normal desires for which women must 
masochistically punish themselves“ (Walsh, Katherine 98). The church 
teaches young girls to be virgins to be admired from far away by others 
and to foster an idealized being in their personalities. However, “this 
idealized self is inconsistent with the sensuality that is struggling within 
Violeta for recognition” ((Unrue, Truth 119). In the convent, she was 
taught the following values: “[…] modesty, chastity, silence, obedience 
[...]“ (Porter, The Collected Stories 23). The heroine has some of these 
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characteristics, especially “silence” and “modesty”, but also the 
adolescent revolt: “She had the silence and watchfulness of a young wild 
animal, but no native wisdom” (23). Though mostly obedient, she 
cannot yet understand why the outside world is to such an extent 
different from her inner world: “She did as she was told, but it was all 
very confusing, because she could not understand why the things that 
happen outside of people were so different from what she felt inside of 
her” (23). Her feelings are so turbulent that she barely breathes and 
feels inhibited by the imposed rules. She identifies the church with “the 
cage”: “Church was a terrible, huge cage, but it seemed too small” (26). 
Home also resembles “the cage” since “[…] something inside her felt as 
if it were enclosed in a cage too small for it, and she could not breathe” 
(26). Violeta has a strict patriarchal upbringing at home. She is punished 
for misbehavior by her mother, but the father is the one who metes out 
punishments. The heroine’s mother advises her to behave like a “lady”, 
i.e., following the accepted social norms: “You are quite a young lady 
now, and you must learn to control your nerves” (31). 

Violeta, actually, experiences the conflict between sensuality and 
an idealized view of romantic love. Porter implies that society imposes 
such a conflict on adolescent girls. According to Erik H. Erikson, the 
adolescents feel: 

[…] a sense of identity confusion, which is unavoidable at a time of 
life when the body changes its proportions radically, when genital 
maturity floods body and imagination with all manner of drives, 
when intimacy with the other sex approaches and is, on occasion, 
forced on the youngster, and when life lies before one with a 
variety of conflicting possibilities and choices. (Identity 97-98) 

 
The “identity confusion” adequately describes Violeta’s state of 

mind. At the same time, she feels guilty about falling in love and she 
prays to the Virgin Mary, the ideal to believe in, to forgive her sins. 
Porter implicitly suggests that the ideology of the Catholic religion from 
the beginning of the twentieth century has been reduced to the 
question of female purity, which is particularly evident in the character 
of Violeta who sees her sexuality as a sin. Although she has not 
committed the sin, she feels the guilt, which is, in fact, her response to 
the standards and patterns of behavior the repressive society and 
religious system dictate to her. Instead of being happy about achieving 
her dream, she is surprised when Carlos kisses her and becomes even 
more vulnerable than before the kiss. Carlos makes the situation worse 
with the words that the kiss does not mean anything and he shatters 
Violeta’s dreams, mocking her and making her feel indecent. The 
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protagonist suppresses her sexual nature and “[…] very hidden thoughts 
– those thoughts that were not true at all and could never be talked 
about with anyone” (Porter, The Collected Stories 31). Unable to 
pronounce her own doubts and worries, she fails to resolve the conflict, 
and thereby she does not reject the religious teachings that inhibit her 
and does not surrender to her own sexual awakening as well. The 
education Violeta receives at the convent is an obstacle to her real being 
and primitive impulses. In the end, she gets at bitter truth that will be 
also discovered by other Porter’s heroines, i.e., that it is difficult to 
reconcile love for a man with having all the virtues imposed by the 
family, society, and religion. Instead of freedom, Violeta suffers from 
complete isolation and the inability to answer fundamental questions 
about life and love: “A painful unhappiness possessed her at times, 
because she could not settle the questions brooding in her mind” (32). 
The protagonist fails to integrate into the world where there is a 
disagreement between external reality and inner feelings. Such a world 
does not allow an individual, especially a female, to achieve harmony 
between natural, innate instincts and learned behavior. In one of his 
famous studies, Sigmund Freud states that it is very difficult for civilized 
people to live in today’s world since it represses human basic nature (cf. 
Civilization 1994). Given that the humans do not fulfill their fundamental 
needs and their freedom is restricted, it leads to great frustration which 
can be recognized in the character of Violeta whose instinctual drives 
are inhibited by society. 

Violeta symbolizes the chastity of a woman who tries to reconcile 
the mental with the physical, that is, the ideal with the need. Through 
the understanding of a young girl, Porter shows the naivety of the 
protagonist, and her maturation is accompanied by contradictory 
feelings and confused thoughts. Violeta represents the first portrait of a 
virgin in Porter’s work, educated within the restrictive religion that 
denies her sexual nature while, at the same time, emphasizes her sexual 
purity stating that patriarchal and religious institutions lead to a deep 
split in the personality of a woman. Instead of encouraging the 
integration of the spiritual and the physical, these institutions insist on 
their division. Therefore, the heroine represses her feelings and 
instinctual impulses, denying thus her female, sexual self. Unlike María 
Concepción who follows her natural instincts, Violeta does not resolve 
the conflict between primitivism and civilization. Instead, she remains 
confused at the end of the story, wavering between the longings of her 
own being and deep-rooted Catholic tradition and patriarchal values. 
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CONCLUSION 
Entering into the minds of the people she met in Mexico, Katherine 

Anne Porter vividly conveyed this experience in her fiction, particularly 
to her colorful characters. Her appreciation of the indigenous and 
Mexican art was firm ground for the aesthetic primitivism she employed 
in her literary output. The time spent in Mexico provided the basis not 
only for her early short stories but also for her later work. Porter became 
familiar with the repressed Indian population in Mexico. In addition, 
foreign soil sparked her great interest in Mexican folk art. The initial 
appeal for primitivism extended later to the themes of birth, death, 
passion, maturation. 

The author’s approach to primitivism was optimistic in her early 
works, which is especially evident in the character of María Concepción 
who turns to her innate nature instead of outside influence. Although 
the protagonist of Porter’s first work of fiction may seem stereotypical 
because of her primitive ways, she is described as a strong woman 
whose power and dignity dominate the story. She defeats the alien 
culture and restores again order in her life and her community, but her 
final triumph is achieved with the firm support of the village people. 
“María Concepción” reflects Porter’s affinity with the oppressed Indian 
people and the conflict between superstition and Christianity imposed 
upon the locals. Primitivism in this story is closely related to natural 
forces that rule the lives of characters beyond their comprehension. 
While “María Concepción” abounds in romantic notions of the primitive, 
“Virgin Violeta” reveals the character whose primitivism concerns the 
awakening of hidden desires and sexual instincts. Passionate Violeta 
questions the principles of the patriarchal society and her mind is in a 
state of emotional turmoil due to the repression of natural desires and 
primitive urges. Feelings of guilt because of her cousin’s kiss are a direct 
response to the standards of modesty that society and the family dictate 
to her. In the end, the protagonist is so vulnerable that she becomes 
frustrated because of being unable to resolve her inner and outer 
struggles, rejecting both the ideal and the real. While María 
Concepción’s community accepts her despite her crime, Violeta’s 
community denies her innate nature. Porter indicates that primitivism 
in this story is limited in a sense because it cannot offer an acceptable 
solution to modern people. 

Like many of her modernist contemporaries, Porter was interested 
in the primitive and the ethnographic aspect of Indian culture and 
tradition. As Marianna Torgovnick remarks: “Primitives are our untamed 
selves, our id forces – libidinous, irrational, violent, dangerous. 
Primitives are mystics, in tune with nature, part of its harmonies. 
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Primitives are free” (Gone Primitive 8). This freedom and the irresistible 
lure of primitive societies provide a stark contrast to Western 
civilizations. Their tie to the natural world and its cycles make them 
untainted by modern technology. Porter concentrated mainly on this 
contrast between modern and primitive worlds in her work. Thereby, 
the contrast is not always directly presented as is obvious in “Virgin 
Violeta” where the author portrays the adolescent girl who cannot find 
a balance between her instincts and moral standards. On the other 
hand, María Concepción firmly rejects the imposed patterns of behavior 
in favor of instinctive, natural existence. Being at one with nature is a 
state that contemporary people often forget. Yet, primitivism as a 
cultural ideal is not present in Porter’s complete body of work. She was 
aware of its limitations and linked it to more complex themes in much 
of her later writing, in stories based on her childhood experiences. 
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SUKOB PRIMITIVIZMA I CIVILIZACIJE KOD LIKOVA MARIJE KONSEPSION I 
VIOLETE U DJELU KETRIN EN PORTER 

 
Modernistički pisci poput Ketrin En Porter su bili zaokupljeni primitivizmom 
nasuprot tehnološkim dostignućima savremenog društva. Velika opčinjenost 
modernista primitivističkim tendencijama zasniva se uglavnom na odnosu 
umjetnosti i svakodnevnog života, kao i na njihovoj želji da pobjegnu od 
moderne civilizacije i budu jedno sa prirodom. Estetski primitivizam utemeljen 
na umjetničkom izrazu meksičkih Indijanaca privlačio je pažnju Porterove 
tokom njene književne karijere. Ovaj članak istražuje ideju primitivizma i 
civilizacije u kratkim pričama Porterove „Marija Konsepsion” i „Čedna Violeta”. 
Članak takođe utvrđuje uticaj Meksika kako na autorkin umjetnički razvoj tako 
i na njeno shvatanje pojmova primitivnog i modernog. Usredsređujući se na 
dvije protagonistkinje, Mariju Konsepsion i Violetu, kao likove koji na različit 
način pristupaju starom i novom, u radu se polemiše da uticaji moderne 
civilizacije na ljudski um mogu biti dramatični. Obje junakinje traže utočište od 
problema u svom unutrašnjem biću, ali samo Marija Konsepsion prihvata 
primitivizam kao način života. Značaj koji Porterova pridaje primitivizmu može 
se tumačiti ili kao sredstvo samodistanciranja od propisanih standarda 
ponašanja ili kao postupanje u skladu sa  prirodnim instinktima. 
 
Ključne riječi: primitivizam / civilizacija / Ketrin En Porter / „Marija Konsepsion“ 
/ „Čedna Violeta“ / Meksiko / književni lik 


